Lots of fun games for small fencers
Completa le tessere del domino
disegnando le armi mancanti

Complete the dominoes by drawing the missing weapons
Connect each fencer to three sabers. How many are left out?
Help the fencer get out of the maze garden.
Connect each figure to the right grid. Attention: each figure can appear on the grid only once.
Color the drawing
Colora i bersagli validi

Color valid targets

fioretto

sciabola

spada
Which character reaches the cup?
Link the same designs, then circle what's left
Find the two missing pieces and glasses
Observe the sequences and complete them with a drawing.
Completa le tessere del domino disegnando le armi mancanenti.

Complete the dominoes by drawing the missing weapons.

Aiuta la schermitrice a uscire dal giardino-labirinto.

Help the fencer get out of the maze garden.

Collega i fumetti alle giudici giustiziere.

Connect each figure to the right judge. Attention: each figure can appear on the grid only once.
Colora i bersagli validi

Fiorettone

Sciabola

Spada

Collega i disegni uguali, poi cerchia quello che rimane

Trova i due pezzi mancanti e cerchia i cerchi
Osserva le sequenze e completa con un disegno

Observe the sequences and complete them with a drawing